
WHO WERE THE TWO PEOPLE WHOSE

It is important to distinguish between these two. "Whose" is a possessive form meaning "of whom" or "belonging to who"
and is used in the following way.

She found that they were interested in and enjoyed learning as long as the environment was made to fit their
needs. Since the s, grammarians and usage commentators have held that whose can only be used as the
possessive of who, not which. Here the clause has its subject teacher. Then it will be my turn to tell others.
This Grammar. Note the prepositional phrase in bold: The child to whom the teacher paid the most attention
tended to succeed. The answers are below. The what? In other words, whose is about possession.
Parenthetically, please notice that whom follows the preposition and opens the clause. Because the clause
needs a subject and the subject must appear in the subjective case who or whoever. Alexandre Piccolo on
April 21, pm Nice post to clarify things, Maeve. Two sentences begin with who and the other with whose.
Stop making those embarrassing mistakes! It was this approach that caused her to observe the children during
learning, rather than try to teach them. This basic assumption was carried over to children, and the effect was
very successful. Both Itard and Seguin used meticulous observation and was very scientific in their study and
in recording data. The woman who helped me made me feel better. But the other clause that soared in value
has no independent subject. The child who-whom did the homework received the top grade. If you have that
tune stuck in your head the rest of the day, you can blame us. Whose is the possessive form of the pronoun
who and is defined as belonging to or associated with which person. When used in a sentence, it usually but
not always appears before a noun. Amber, Igor, and Miss Hamrick dreamed up that and which when they
wanted to refer to inanimate objects and abstractions. A preposition is often a good word to end a sentence
with. Or you could drop the whom: The child the teacher paid the most attention to made good grades. These
are the pages within the book. Remember the two clauses above? Well, we hope you do.


